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ABSTRACT 
 
This article is based on a stylistic and typological study of coordinative nominal 
constructions in the gveda focusing on coordinative nominal compounds 
(dvandva). Special attention is given to grammatical and stylistic patterns of the 
so-called dual deities—pairs of gods whose names are joined in dvandva compounds 
or in other coordinative constructions (i.e. asyndeta, elliptic duals, and syntagms 
constructed with copulative conjunctions). The usually accepted internal 
chronology of the gveda is challenged: the coordinative nominal constructions 
examined display marked differences in distribution and style between theonyms 
and non-theonyms. It is indicated that the distribution and typology of all types of 
dvandva compounds and other syntagms signifying dual theonyms is a reflection 
of the style of gvedic language. The article demonstrates that research into any 
aspect of gvedic language ought to incorporate a stylistic analysis of the text, 
paying attention to the specific grammatical and linguistic features of theonyms.   
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE TEN MAALAS OF THE GVEDA 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The absolute and relative chronology of the entire Vedic literature is problematic and has led to many 
diverse and controversial views among scholars. The chronology of the gveda is particularly unclear: 
the date of its composition has been estimated within a very wide time range—anywhere between 4000 
and 1000BCE. Most modern scholars date the gveda to the middle of the second millennium BCE, 
drawing their conclusions mainly from evidence given in the text itself. Various estimates have been 
given for the length of the gvedic period, anywhere from two hundred yearsi to seven hundred years.ii 
The gveda was composed by many authors, probably living at different times and in different areas. It 
seems that its redactors arranged it according to the length of its subsections, with many later 
interpolations taking place during the final redaction. There existed several recensions of the gveda 
but only one has survived; the later tradition, mainly epic and pūraic, ascribes it to the legendary 
Vyāsa, while modern scholarship ascribes it to Śākalya who was probably also the compiler of the 
gveda-padapāha.iii  
 
Many scholars have discussed the internal chronology of the gveda, especially the possibility of later 
additions to the whole corpus. They have been using various criteria in establishing the chronology of 
the ten maalas of the gveda: subject-matter, authorship, style, linguistic features, arrangement of 
hymns within a maala, refrains, metrical structure and lexicographical data. Some of the earliest 
studies on the internal chronology of the gveda that are largely accepted by modern scholarship are by 
Oldenberg and Bergaigne, who established the structural principles for the ten maalas of the 
gveda.iv Oldenberg’s study of the redaction history of the gveda has remained one of the 
fundamental works on the relative chronology of the gveda which has been, more or less, followed by 
most Vedic scholars ever since. He discusses the relationships among the ten maalas and establishes 
a possible chronology, beginning with the so-called family books (1–7), followed by the closely related 
maala 8 and parts of 1, and maala 9. Maala 10 he considers of later origin. The growth of the 
gveda described by Oldenberg is graphically presented by Witzel as follows:v 
 
    
 
 
  I.1–50 
 
 
 
  VIII.67–103 
 
 
    IX. 
 
 
   X. 
 
 
RV 
Khila 
 
  I.51–191 
 
II.–VII. 
 
   VIII.1–66 
 
 
 
It seems quite certain that maalas 2–7 are the oldest core of the gveda and maala 10 is the 
youngest. Maalas 2–7, the so-called family books, form the core of the whole gveda. All 
researchers agree that they represent the oldest layer in the gvedic chronology. They are 
homogeneous in character and follow the same structural principles. There is also no disagreement 
about the later origin of maala 10; it is quite certain that it is the final addition to the gveda—the 
linguistic features as well as the content of the hymns give clear evidence for its more recent origin.  
The relative chronology of maalas 1, 8 and 9 is rather uncertain and has been often disputed.  
Maala 1 is placed by WŸstvi among the youngest groups.  Arnoldvii believes that the hymns 1.1–1.90 
belong to the earlier period and 1.94–1.191 to the middle period. Oldenberg viii and Bergaigneix place 
the hymns 1.51–1.191 in the same period as maala 8, and 1.1–1.50 in a later period. The most 
disputed is the relative age of maala 8: Lanmanx considers it to be the oldest maala; Arnoldxi 
places it among the oldest groups; WŸstxii and Hopkinsxiii place it among the youngest; and 
Oldenbergxiv locates it in the same period as maala 1.  Maala 9 is considered by WŸst xv to be the 
oldest; Arnoldxvi places it in the old and middle period; and Oldenbergxvii argues that it was brought 
together into one separate collection only after the collection of maalas 1–8 was completed. Various 
views expressed by different scholars are all valid, depending on the parameters examined; they all 
draw their data from the text itself and largely depend on examination of structural arrangement, 
metrics, linguistic phenomena and style. 
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Most studies on the relative chronology of the gveda show that the family books (maalas 2–7) and 
maala 10 can be situated at opposite ends of the chronological spectrum whereas the age of the other 
maalas remains debatable. A survey of scholarly literature on the relative chronology of the gveda 
clearly indicates that any investigation of the gvedic chronology that relies only on one or two 
parameters and uses only internal textual evidence is limited. The gveda may contain older and newer 
materials brought together without regard to either absolute or relative chronology. In establishing the 
internal chronology of the gveda the various possible objectives of the ancient redactors should also 
be considered, as well as the possibility of origins in different cultural or geographical milieux.xviii  As 
emphasized by Witzel, only a complete analysis of the entire spectrum of all available parameters—
linguistic and grammatical data, metrics, historical and geographical data and dialectal variants—could 
throw more light on the ancient history of the gveda.xix   
 
DVANDVA COMPOUNDS IN THE GVEDA 
 
The present paper introduces a new parameter in the discussion on the relative chronology of the 
gveda—the distribution of coordinative nominal constructions among the ten maalas of the gveda 
with a special focus on coordinative nominal compounds (dvandva). The paper is based on analysis of 
all dvandva compounds from gveda 1.1–1.50 which are compared with their parallel attestations in 
other maalas of the gveda.xx  The first fifty hymns of the gveda form an organic whole: they 
presumably belong to the middle period in the gvedic chronology and address a rich variety of deities, 
providing a substantial amount of material for investigation of the stylistic features and expressive 
paradigms that are formed to address various deities in the gveda.   
 
Dvandva compounds in the gveda usually comprise two theonyms. All dual theonyms examined here 
are attested in hymns that are devoted to the pair as well as in numerous hymns that address another 
deity or a group of deities.  Only a few pairs of deities of minor importance, with a few or no hymns 
devoted to them and with a small number of attestations, are not included in this study.xxi  The analysis 
of all types of dvandva compounds and their distribution and productivity throws a new light on the 
relative chronology of the gveda and contributes to a better understanding of dvandva typology. 
Moreover, the distribution of devatādvandvas challenges the typology of gvedic dvandvas which 
considers different types of dvandvas to be reflections of the historical development of Vedic in the 
following progressing stages: 
 
1. both constituents are in the dual, both are declinable, each constituent has its own 
accent: e.g. RV 1.2.9a mitrv‡ruā (N. A. Du.) “Mitra and Varua”; RV 7.66.1a 
mitr‡yorv‡ruayo	 (G. L. Du.); 
2. both constituents are in the dual, the first member is indeclinable (in Nominative / 
Accusative Dual), each constituent has its own accent: RV 1.23.5c mitrv‡ruā (N. 
A. Du.) “Mitra and Varua”; RV 10.130.5a mitrv‡ruayo	 (G. L. Du.); 
3. both constituents are in the dual, the first constituent is indeclinable (in Nominative / 
Accusative Dual), the whole compound has only one accent—on the last syllable of 
the final constituent: e.g. RV 1.162.2d indrāpū
—	 (G. L. Du.) “of Indra and Pūan”; 
4. the first constituent is in stem form, the whole compound has only one accent: e.g. 
RV 1.14.3a indravāyumacronacute (N. A. Du.) “Indra and Vāyu”; 
5. the first constituent is in stem form, the whole compound has only one accent, the 
compound has plural endings: e.g. RV 10.190.2c ahorātri (N. A. Pl.) “days and 
nights”; 
6. the compound has only one accent and appears in the collective neuter singular: e.g. 
RV 10.14.8b i
ā-pūrt‡m “what was offered and given”. 
 
The following divine pairs, attested in dvandva compounds, are examined: Indra and Vāyu, Mitra and 
Varua, Uas and Nakta, Indra and Varua, Indra and Agni, Dyaus and Pthivī. The distribution of 
dvandva compounds comprising these pairs in the ten maalas is as follows:xxii 
 
1. Indra and Vāyu 
 
TABLE 1 
 
 maala  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 total 
30 
 
 V. Du.  2  1  0  6  0  0  6  0  0  0 15 
 N. A. Du.  4  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  0  2  8 
 I. D. Ab. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 G. L. Du.  0 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 
Five hymns in the gveda address Indra and Vāyu and three hymns address them as parts of a triad. 
The names of both deities are also attested in eight hymns that are devoted to several deities or to all 
deities, and in fifteen hymns that address another deity. They occur in dvandva compound only in 
hymns that address Indra and Vāyu specifically (1.135, 4.46, 4.47, 7.90, 7.91), or in a triad (1.2, 1.23, 
2.41) and in hymns that address all deities (1.14, 1.139, 10.65, 10.141); there is no occurrence of the 
pair in hymns that address a different deity. 
 
Indra and Vāyu are attested in dvandva compound 23 times. Most attestations are in maalas that are 
considered the oldest: 65.2% of all attestations of indravāyœ- occur in the family books (maalas 2–7) 
which comprise 41.7% of the total number of hymns in the gveda. The compound indravāyœ- 
probably belongs to type 4 (the first constituent is in stem form, the compound has one accent), which 
is considered to be a later type; however, its relative distribution in the gveda shows that there are 
considerably more attestations of this devatādvandva in the oldest maalas.  
 
2. Mitra and Varua 
 
TABLE 2 
 
 maala  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 total 
 V. Du. 14  4  0  6 16  4 18  2  0  2 66 
 N. A. Du.  7  0  2  0  2  3  4  4  4  4 30 
 I. D. Ab. Du.  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1 
 G. L. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  3 
 
Twenty-five hymns in the gveda address Mitra and Varua and two hymns address them in a triad. 
They are also addressed in forty-one hymns that are devoted to several or all deities and in thirty-one 
hymns that address another deity. They occur in dvandva compound 100 times: most frequently they 
occur in hymns that address Mitra and Varua (52 attestations), in hymns that address them in a triad (3 
attestations) and in hymns that address all deities (30 attestations); least frequently they are attested in 
hymns that address a different deity (15 attestations).  These dvandvas are of types 1 and 2 which are 
considered to be the oldest.  
 
Most occurrences of these compounds are in maalas 2–7, in younger maalas they occur less 
frequently: 62 % of all attestations of dvandva compound mitrv‡rua- occur in the family books 
(maalas 2–7), which comprise 41.7% of all hymns in the gveda. The distribution of mitrvārua- 
in the ten maalas shows an almost identical pattern to the distribution of indravāyœ- although 
mitrvārua- is considered the oldest type and indravāyœ- the youngest. Similarly, in oblique cases 
where types 1 and 2 are clearly distinguishable, the two attestations of type 1 (both in G. L. Du, 6.51.1 
mitr‡yor v‡ruayor; 7.66.1 mitr‡yor v‡ruayo	) are in older family books whereas type 2 (also in G. 
L. Du, 10.130.5 mitrv‡ruayo	) occurs in the youngest maala 10; however, the younger type 2 in I. 
D. Ab. Du. is attested in the family books (5.51.9 mitrv‡ruābhyām). The coordinative nominal 
construction comprising one constituent in the dual and the other in the singular (e.g. RV 8.25.2 mitr 
… v‡rua), considered by some scholars the most archaic stage of development of dvandvas (i.e. the 
stage before type 1 occurred—an intermediate stage between the elliptic duals and dvandvas), is 
attested in maala 8, which is of a very uncertain relative age. Some place maala 8 among the 
latest maalas of the gveda; however, if this construction is truly archaic then the relative age of this 
maala has to be reconsidered. 
 
3. Uas and Nakta  
 
TABLE 3 
 
 maala  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 total 
 V. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
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 N. A. Du.  7  2  0  1  1  0  2  0  1  3 17 
 I. D. Ab. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 G. L. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 
Uas and Nakta are addressed in nine hymns and occur also in fourteen hymns which address all 
deities. They are attested 17 times in dvandva compound of type 2, always in N. A. Du.; twice in tmesi 
(1.73.7; 7.42.5). The order of the constituents in this dvandva varies: n‡kto
sā is attested 5 times (in 
maalas 1 and 9) and u
san‡ktā 10 times (in maalas 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10). 
 
There are 6 attestations in maalas 2–7, and 11 attestations in the younger maalas: 35.2% of all 
attestations of this dvandva compound occur in the family books (maalas 2–7), which comprise 
41.7% of all hymns in the gveda. The compound n‡kto
sā occurs mostly in maalas 1 (4 
attestations) and 9 (1 attestation), whereas the attestations of u
san‡ktā are evenly distributed. The 
compound n‡kto
sā- / u
san‡ktā- belongs to type 2 (both constituents are in the dual, each has its 
own accent), which is considered to be the oldest type; however, its relative distribution in the gveda 
shows that there are considerably more attestations in the later maalas. The two theonyms are also 
attested once in a construction where the first constituent occurs in the dual and the second in the 
singular (8.27.2 u
sā n‡ktam), which is considered by some scholars the most archaic stage of 
development of dvandvas (an intermediate stage between the elliptic duals and dvandvas); it occurs in 
maala 8 which is of a very uncertain relative age and usually considered a later maala of the 
gveda. 
 
4. Indra and Varua 
 
TABLE 4 
 
 maala  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 total 
 V. Du.  4  0  3  6  0  7 17  7  0  0 44 
 N. A. Du.  0  0  0  3  0  2  2  0  0  0  7 
 I. D. Ab. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 G. L. Du.  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1 
 
Indra and Varua are addressed in nine hymns. They also occur in thirteen hymns which address 
several or all deities, and in seven hymns that are devoted to a different deity. They are attested in 
dvandva compound in hymns which address Indra and Varua (1.17, 4.41, 4.42, 6.68, 7.82, 7.83, 7.84, 
7.85, 8.59), in two hymns which address several or all deities (3.62, 7.35), but the pair does not occur 
in dvandva compound in hymns that address a different deity. 
 
Indra and Varua have 52 attestations in dvandva compound; 7 of those attestations are in tmesi (all 
occur in the family books, in maalas 4 and 6). All these dvandvas belong to type 2, considered to be 
the oldest: most attestations (76.9%) of this compound are in maalas 2–7; in later maalas they 
occur less frequently (12 attestations, none in the latest maala 10). The distribution of ’ndrāv‡rua- 
among the ten maalas shows a pattern very similar to the distribution of mitrv‡rua-: both belong 
to the oldest type and both are attested more frequently in the oldest books. However, here the 
attestation in oblique case (type 2, G. Du. ’ndrāv‡ruayo	) occurs in the younger layer of maala 1 
(1.17.1) whereas in the case of mitrv‡rua- the attestation in oblique case of type 2 is attested in the 
older family books (5.51.9 mitrv‡ruābhyām). 
 
5. Indra and Agni 
 
TABLE 5 
 
 maala  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 total 
 V. Du. 21  0  7  0  2 14  9  9  0  1 63 
 N. A. Du.  5  0  1  0  4  5  3  3  0  3 24 
 I. D. Ab. Du.  1  0  0  0  1  0  0  2  0  2  6 
 G. L. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  0  2 
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Indra and Agni are addressed in eleven hymns; they also occur in nineteen hymns that are devoted to 
several or all deities and in fifteen hymns that address a different deity. There are 95 attestations of this 
pair in dvandva compound; 3 attestations are of type 1 in tmesi (N. A. Du. ’ndrā … agn). This 
dvandva occurs most frequently in hymns that address Indra and Agni (55 attestations) and rarely in 
hymns that address all deities (5 attestations) or a different deity (3 attestations). It probably belongs to 
type 4 or, less likely, type 3, which are considered later types. The three occurrences of this dvandva in 
tmesi are of the oldest type 1, all attested in the family books (5.45.4; 6.59.3; 6.60.1). 
 
Indra and Agni are attested in dvandva compound 46 times in maalas 2–7 and 49 times in other 
maalas (mostly in maala 1): 48.4% of all attestations of indrāgn’- occur in the family books 
(maalas 2–7), which comprise only 41.7% of all hymns in the gveda. Although the compound 
indrāgn’- belongs to type 4 (the first constituent is in stem form, the compound has one accent), which 
is considered a later type, its relative distribution in the gveda shows that there are slightly more 
attestations in the oldest maalas. 
 
6. Dyaus and Pthivī 
 
TABLE 6 
 
 maala  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 total 
 V. Du. 11  1  0  0  0  1  3  1  1  3 21 
 N. A. Du. 11  4  6  4  6  7 4  4  3 29 78 
 I. D. Ab. Du.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 G. L. Du.  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  2  4 
 
Dyaus and Pthivī are addressed in six hymns; they also occur in forty-four hymns that are devoted to 
several or all deities and in one hundred and nineteen hymns that address a different deity.  There are 
103 attestations of this pair in dvandva compound; 20 attestations are in tmesi (7 in V. Du. and 13 in N. 
A. Du.). The compound dyvāpthiv belongs to the oldest type 1 (both constituents in the dual, both 
declinable, each has its own accent). 
 
Dyaus and Pthivī are attested in dvandva compound 38 times in maalas 2–7 and 65 times in other 
maalas (34 in maala 10): 36.8% of all attestations occur in the family books (maalas 2–7) 
which comprise 41.7% of the total number of hymns in the gveda.  Although the compound belongs 
to type 1 which is considered to be the oldest type, its distribution in the ten maalas shows that there 
are considerably more attestations in the later maalas, especially in the latest maala 10.  Similarly, 
the twenty occurrences of this dvandva in tmesi are more common in the later maalas (14 
attestations, mostly in maalas 1 and 10) than in the family books (6 attestations). 
 
From the above survey it is evident that the distribution of different types of dvandva compounds 
comprising two theonyms does not reflect the generally accepted relative chronology of the gveda, 
according to which the family books (maalas 2–7) belong to the oldest core on the gveda and 
maalas 10 and 1 (at least partly) belong to the latest layer of the text (the relative age of other 
maalas is rather uncertain).  Four of the pairs examined (Mitra and Varua, Uas and Nakta, Indra 
and Varua, Dyaus and Pthivī) belong to types 1 and 2, which are considered to be the oldest; 
moreover, these deities are also considered by most scholars to be the most ancient divine pairs (Dyaus 
and Pthivī are considered by some scholars to be the prototype for all dual deities; others attribute this 
role to Mitra and Varua). Two of the pairs (Mitra and Varua, Indra and Varua) occur in dvandva 
more frequently in the family books (Indra and Varua 76.9%, with no attestations in maala 10; 
Mitra and Varua 62.0%, with only 7 attestations in maala 10), whereas the other two pairs (Uas 
and Nakta, Dyaus and Pthivī) have considerably more attestations in the later maalas (Uas and 
Nakta 66% in later maalas, mostly in 1 and 10; Dyaus and Pthivī 63.2% in the later maalas, 
mostly in 10).  The two pairs that belong to the latest type 4 (Indra and Vāyu, Indra and Agni) occur in 
dvandva compound more frequently in the oldest family books: Indra and Vāyu are attested 
considerably more frequently (15 attestations) in maalas 2–7 and with only 2 attestations in maala 
10, Indra and Agni slightly more frequently (46 attestations0) in maalas 2–7 and with only 6 
attestations in maala 10. 
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The distribution of pairs of theonyms in dvandva compounds (devatādvandvas) challenges the 
typology of gvedic dvandvas, which considers different types of dvandvas to be reflections of stages 
in the historical development of Vedic, the oldest stage being represented by types 1 and 2 and the 
latest by type 4. It is argued here that owing to the extreme importance of divine names these dual 
theonyms follow special, well-established paradigms and do not reflect the historical development of 
the language that must have taken place during the composition of the gveda—it can be safely 
estimated that the composition of the entire gveda probably covers a span of at least several centuries.  
Similarly, other coordinative nominal constructions expressing dual deities (i.e. the elliptic duals, 
asyndeta and syntagms constructed with coordinative particles) do not reflect the generally accepted 
internal chronology of the gveda.xxiii 
 
If the main reason for the above distribution of devatādvandvas lay in the special nature of theonyms, 
other dvandva compounds that comprise non-theonyms should reflect the accepted relative chronology, 
at least on the most general level: the oldest family books versus the youngest book 10. However, 
dvandva compounds comprising non-theonyms are rare in the gveda: they do not provide enough 
material to allow general conclusions about their distribution in the ten maalas.  Among the 
coordinative constructions from gveda 1.1–1.50 there are only four dvandva compounds: 
māt‡rāpit‡rā and the numerals kādaśa, dvdaśa and tr‡yastriśatam.  The compound māt‡rāpit‡rā 
belongs to type 1, has only one attestation in N. A. Du. (RV 4.6.7) and signifies Heaven and Earth.  
Although coordinative constructions comprising pit- and māt- are often used as epithets of dual 
deities (most frequently referring to Heaven and Earth) they occur, unlike theonyms, only once in 
dvandva compound and do not follow the stylistic paradigms of dual theonyms. It seems that the main 
reason for the specific grammatical and stylistic features of theonyms lies in Vedic ideas about the 
extreme importance and magical power of divine names. 
 
The numerals kādaśa and dvdaśa have very few attestations in the gveda: kādaśa has only 3 
attestations (1.139.11abc), and dvdaśa 4 attestations (1.25.8; 1.164.48; 4.33.7; 10.114.5). These two 
numerals, inherited from Old Indo-European, do not show any variants: they occur only in dvandva 
compound, no alternative coordinative construction is attested in the gveda. The numeral 
tr‡yastriśat- is attested in dvandva compound only once (1.45.2); the compound refers to the thirty-
three gods of the gveda.  Several alternative constructions of this numeral are attested in the gveda: 
asyndeton (8.28.1), constructions with one particle ca (3.6.9) and with two particles ca (8.30.2). 
 
There are a few more examples of dvandvas comprising non-theonyms in other hymns of the gveda; 
however, they have few attestations and provide limited data for observation of their distribution. 
These dvandvas comprising non-theonyms are the following: turv‡śāy‡dū “Turv‡śa and Y‡du” (type 1, 
one attestation, 4.30.17); dhœnīcœmurī “Dhœni and Cœmuri” (type 1, one attestation, 6.20.13); 
ksāmbhyām “for c and Saman” (type 4, two attestations, 10.85.11, 10.114.6); satyānt “truth and 
untruth” (type 4, one attestation, 7.49.3); sāśanānaśan “which eats and which does not eat“ (type 4, 
one attestation, 10.90.4); ahorātrī “days and night” (type 5, one attestation, 10.190.2); ajāv‡ya	 
“goats and sheep” (type 5, one attestation, 10.90.10); dhanabhak

u ‘gifts and enjoyments” (type 5, 
one attestation, 10.102.1); i
āpūrtna “by what was offered and given” (type 6, one attestation, 
10.14.8).xxiv  Although the listed dvandvas are too scarce to allow general conclusions, it seems that 
their distribution, unlike the distribution of theonyms, does reflect the generally accepted internal 
chronology of the gveda: the older types are attested in older maalas and the later types in the later 
maalas. 
 
The distribution of dvandva compounds comprising non-theonyms—unlike that of dvandvas 
comprising theonyms—reflects the generally accepted internal chronology of the gveda: the older 
types are attested in older maalas and the later types in the later maalas. Similarly, the distribution 
of other coordinative nominal constructions expressing dual deities (i.e. asyndeta, elliptic duals, and 
syntagms constructed with copulative conjunctions) does not reflect the internal chronology of the 
gveda.xxv The distribution of theonyms in the elliptic dual is very similar to that of devatādvandva 
compounds comprising those pairs. It seems that the elliptic duals are used as an alternative 
coordinative expression—though a very infrequent one—for the dual deities that occur in dvandvas of 
type 1 or 2; the pairs that occur in dvandvas of types 3 and 4 are not attested in the elliptic dual.  
Although the most common coordinative nominal construction in the gveda is asyndeton it is not 
frequently used for coordination of dual theonyms: some dual deities are never expressed in asyndeton 
(e.g. Nakta and Uas), some very rarely (e.g. Indra and Agni) but they are always outnumbered by 
attestations in dvandva compounds. Asyndeta comprising dual theonyms are, unlike dvandva 
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compounds and the elliptic duals, quite evenly distributed among the ten madalas; there is no 
indication of their more frequent usage in older or younger layers of the gveda. In the gveda 
asyndeton is the most common construction expressing coordination between non-theonyms; only in 
later Sanskrit does an increased usage of alternative constructions occur, mostly dvandva compounds 
and constructions with the particle ca. The components of asyndetic constructions in the gveda are 
only rarely alternatively expressed in syntagms constructed with copulative conjunctions and—unlike 
theonyms—never in the elliptic dual or dvandva compound.   
 
Several coordinative particles are used in the hymns examined: the most common is the particle ca, 
followed by the particle ut‡ and the rarely attested particles n‡ and . Syntagms constructed with 
coordinative particles are rarely used to express coordination between theonyms in the gveda—they 
are far outnumbered by other coordinative constructions, especially dvandva compounds and asyndeta. 
All the six pairs of deities examined here occur in constructions with coordinative particles, most 
frequently with the particle ca. Dual theonyms usually occur in the same hymns in syntagms 
constructed with the particle ca as well as in dvandva compound, thus indicating that the two 
coordinative constructions are stylistic variants, especially in the hymns that address the pair. It seems 
that one function of syntagms comprising dual theonyms is stylistic variation, especially since these 
syntagms usually occur together with other coordinative constructions in the same hymn.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The distribution of dvandva compounds from gveda 1.1–1.50 that are analysed here and compared 
with all their attestations in the entire gveda does not support the relative chronology of the gveda 
widely accepted by modern scholarship. The dvandva compounds investigated consist almost entirely 
of theonyms which display specific features of the expressive poetic style of the gveda, the so-called 
gvedic “expressive paradigms”. These expressive paradigms are used throughout the gveda without 
any marked differences among the ten maalas or among the groups of hymns that belong to different 
authors or families. Dual theonyms follow specific paradigms that consist of a variety of coordinative 
nominal constructions, i.e. dvandva compounds, asyndeta, elliptic duals and syntagms constructed with 
coordinative particles. Nouns that are not theonyms but are often used to refer to dual deities do not 
follow such paradigms. This is clearly demonstrated in the example of the nouns pit and māt-: 
although almost all coordinative constructions consisting of these two nouns refer to dual deities, they 
do not follow expressive paradigms comprising the usual variations between different types of 
coordinative constructions. 
 
The specific distribution of theonyms is not surprising considering the Vedic ideas about the extreme 
importance and the magical power of divine names: they do not reflect the historical development of 
gvedic language, but instead follow special, well-established paradigms. On the other hand, the 
distribution of coordinative constructions comprising non-theonyms is even and reflects the relative 
chronology of the gveda.  However, very often two (or three) nouns display a preference for a certain 
type of coordinative construction throughout the ten maalas; usually the preferred coordination is 
asyndeton or, less frequently, syntagm constructed with the particle ca or, rarely, with ut‡.  Non-
theonyms usually occur in a particular coordinative construction casually, with very few attestations, 
and seem to be more evenly distributed among the ten maalas. It is evident that in an investigation of 
coordinative nominal constructions a distinction has to be made between theonyms and non-theonyms. 
As far as the distribution of dvandva compounds and other coordinative nominal constructions is 
concerned, particularly the distribution of theonyms, the relative chronology of the gveda seems to 
remain debatable and a need for further research is indicated. This paper demonstrates that linguistic 
research into any aspect of gvedic language ought to incorporate a stylistic analysis of the text, paying 
special attention to the specific grammatical and linguistic features of theonyms.   
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